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The Black Death of 1348-50 devastated Europe. With mortality estimates ranging from thirty to sixty percent of the
population, it was arguably the most significant event of the fourteenth century. Nonetheless, its force varied across the
continent, and so did the ways people responded to it. Surprisingly, there is little Jewish writing extant that directly
addresses the impact of the plague, or even of the violence that sometimes accompanied it. This absence is particularly
notable for Provence and the Iberian Peninsula, despite rich sources on Jewish life throughout the century. In After the
Black Death, Susan L. Einbinder uncovers Jewish responses to plague and violence in fourteenth-century Provence and
Iberia. Einbinder's original research reveals a wide, heterogeneous series of Jewish literary responses to the plague,
including Sephardic liturgical poetry; a medical tractate written by the Jewish physician Abraham Caslari; epitaphs
inscribed on the tombstones of twenty-eight Jewish plague victims once buried in Toledo; and a heretofore unstudied
liturgical lament written by Moses Nathan, a survivor of an anti-Jewish massacre that occurred in Tàrrega, Catalonia, in
1348. Through elegant translations and masterful readings, After the Black Death exposes the great diversity in Jewish
experiences of the plague, shaped as they were by convention, geography, epidemiology, and politics. Most critically,
Einbinder traces the continuity of faith, language, and meaning through the years of the plague and its aftermath. Both
before and after the Black Death, Jewish texts that deal with tragedy privilege the communal over the personal and affirm
resilience over victimhood. Combined with archival and archaeological testimony, these texts ask us to think deeply
about the men and women, sometimes perpetrators as well as victims, who confronted the Black Death. As devastating
as the Black Death was, it did not shatter the modes of expression and explanation of those who survived it—a discovery
that challenges the applicability of modern trauma theory to the medieval context.
The Black Death in Europe, from its arrival in 1347-52 into the early modern period, has been seriously misunderstood.
From a wide range of sources, this study argues that it was not the rat-based bubonic plague usually blamed, and
considers its effect on European culture.
This series provides texts central to medieval studies courses and focuses upon the diverse cultural, social and political
conditions that affected the functioning of all levels of medieval society. Translations are accompanied by introductory
and explanatory material and each volume includes a comprehensive guide to the sources' interpretation, including
discussion of critical linguistic problems and an assessment of recent research on the topics covered. From 1348 to 1350
Europe was devastated by an epidemic that left between a third and one half of the population dead. This source book
traces, through contemporary writings, the calamitous impact of the Black Death in Europe, with a particular emphasis on
its spread across England from 1348 to 1349. Rosemary Horrox surveys contemporary attempts to explain the plague,
which was universally regarded as an expression of divine vengeance for the sins of humankind. Moralists all had their
particular targets for criticism. However, this emphasis on divine chastisement did not preclude attempts to explain the
plague in medical or scientific terms. Also, there was a widespread belief that human agencies had been involved, and
such scapegoats as foreigners, the poor and Jews were all accused of poisoning wells. The final section of the book
charts the social and psychological impact of the plague, and its effect on the late-medieval economy.
The definitive history of the virulent and fatal plague outbreaks that wiped out half of London's populations from the
medieval Black Death of the 1340s to the Great Plagues of the seventeenth century.
The worst pandemic in recorded history, it is estimated that the Black Death infected two in three Europeans, resulting in
the deaths of around 25 million, or a third of the population of the continent. Author Don Nardo explores the complex
moral, economic, and scientific implications of the Black Death. Chapters facilitate critical conversations from diverse
perspectives to provide a broad understanding of the plague, including the origin of the disease, the hysteria and panic
that consumed entire populations, the effects to the economy and culture of the areas affected, and recurrences of
plague in later ages.
"A higher education history book on the Black Death, giving not just a narrative account but also a thorough examination
of the latest forensic, historical, and DNA evidence to date"-It was one of the most famous health issues in history. The Black Death plague organism (Yersinia pestis) spread from
Asia throughout the Mediterranean, North Africa, and Europe in the fourteenth century, and in just a decade it killed
between 40 and 60 percent of the people living in those areas. Previous research has shown, especially for Western
Europe, how population losses then led to structural economic, political, and social changes. But why and how did the
pandemic happen in the first place? When and where did it begin? How was it sustained? What was its full geographic
extent? And when did it really end? Pandemic Disease in the Medieval World is the first book to synthesize the new
evidence and research methods that are providing fresh answers to these crucial questions. It was only in 2011, thanks
to ancient DNA recovered from remains unearthed in London's East Smithfield cemetery, that the full genome of the
plague pathogen was identified. This single-celled organism probably originated 3000-4000 years ago and has caused
three pandemics in recorded history: the Justinianic (or First) Plague pandemic, around 541-750; the Black Death
(Second Plague Pandemic), conventionally dated to the 1340s; and the Third Plague pandemic, usually dated from
around 1894 to the 1930s. This ground-breaking book brings together scholars from the humanities and social and
physcial sciences to address the question of how recent work in genetics, zoology, and epidemiology can enable a
rethinking of the Black Death's global reach and its larger historical significance. -- from back cover.
Chronicles the Great Plague that devastated Asia and Europe in the fourteenth century, documenting the experiences of
people who lived during its height while describing the harrowing decline of moral boundaries that also marked the
period. 40,000 first printing.
The Black Death was the fourteenth century's equivalent of a nuclear war. It wiped out one-third of Europe's population,
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taking millions of lives. The author draws together the most recent scientific discoveries and historical research to pierce
the mist and tell the story of the Black Death as a gripping, intimate narrative.
A spine-chilling saga of virulent racism, human folly, and the ultimate triumph of scientific progress. For Chinese immigrant Wong
Chut King, surviving in San Francisco meant a life in the shadows. His passing on March 6, 1900, would have been unremarkable
if a city health officer hadn’t noticed a swollen black lymph node on his groin—a sign of bubonic plague. Empowered by racist
pseudoscience, officials rushed to quarantine Chinatown while doctors examined Wong’s tissue for telltale bacteria. If the
devastating disease was not contained, San Francisco would become the American epicenter of an outbreak that had already
claimed ten million lives worldwide. To local press, railroad barons, and elected officials, such a possibility was inconceivable—or
inconvenient. As they mounted a cover-up to obscure the threat, ending the career of one of the most brilliant scientists in the
nation in the process, it fell to federal health officer Rupert Blue to save a city that refused to be rescued. Spearheading a
relentless crusade for sanitation, Blue and his men patrolled the squalid streets of fast-growing San Francisco, examined gory
black buboes, and dissected diseased rats that put the fate of the entire country at risk. In the tradition of Erik Larson and Steven
Johnson, Randall spins a spellbinding account of Blue’s race to understand the disease and contain its spread—the only hope of
saving San Francisco, and the nation, from a gruesome fate.
A fascinating work of detective history, The Black Death traces the causes and far-reaching consequences of this infamous
outbreak of plague that spread across the continent of Europe from 1347 to 1351. Drawing on sources as diverse as monastic
manuscripts and dendrochronological studies (which measure growth rings in trees), historian Robert S. Gottfried demonstrates
how a bacillus transmitted by rat fleas brought on an ecological reign of terror -- killing one European in three, wiping out entire
villages and towns, and rocking the foundation of medieval society and civilization.
Sweeping across the known world with unchecked devastation, the Black Death claimed between 75 million and 200 million lives
in four short years. In this engaging and well-researched book, the trajectory of the plague’s march west across Eurasia and the
cause of the great pandemic is thoroughly explored. Inside you will read about... ? What was the Black Death? ? A Short History of
Pandemics ? Chronology & Trajectory ? Causes & Pathology ? Medieval Theories & Disease Control ? Black Death in Medieval
Culture ? Consequences Fascinating insights into the medieval mind’s perception of the disease and examinations of
contemporary accounts give a complete picture of what the world’s most effective killer meant to medieval society in particular
and humanity in general.
Throughout the fourteenth century AD/eighth century H, waves of plague swept out of Central Asia and decimated populations
from China to Iceland. So devastating was the Black Death across the Old World that some historians have compared its effects to
those of a nuclear holocaust. As countries began to recover from the plague during the following century, sharp contrasts arose
between the East, where societies slumped into long-term economic and social decline, and the West, where technological and
social innovation set the stage for Europe's dominance into the twentieth century. Why were there such opposite outcomes from
the same catastrophic event? In contrast to previous studies that have looked to differences between Islam and Christianity for the
solution to the puzzle, this pioneering work proposes that a country's system of landholding primarily determined how successfully
it recovered from the calamity of the Black Death. Stuart Borsch compares the specific cases of Egypt and England, countries
whose economies were based in agriculture and whose pre-plague levels of total and agrarian gross domestic product were
roughly equivalent. Undertaking a thorough analysis of medieval economic data, he cogently explains why Egypt's centralized and
urban landholding system was unable to adapt to massive depopulation, while England's localized and rural landholding system
had fully recovered by the year 1500.
A fascinating account of the phenomenon known as the Black Death, this volume offers a wealth of documentary material focused
on the initial outbreak of the plague that ravaged the world in the fourteenth century. A comprehensive introduction that provides
important background on the origins and spread of the plague is followed by nearly 50 documents organized into topical sections
that focus on the origin and spread of the illness; the responses of medical practitioners; the societal and economic impact;
religious responses; the flagellant movement and attacks on Jews provoked by the plague; and the artistic response. Each chapter
has an introduction that summarizes the issues explored in the documents; headnotes to the documents provide additional
background material. The book contains documents from many countries — including Muslim and Byzantine sources — to give
students a variety of perspectives on this devastating illness and its consequences. The volume also includes illustrations, a
chronology of the Black Death, questions to consider, a selected bibliography, and an index.
A wide-ranging study that illuminates the connection between epidemic diseases and societal change, from the Black Death to
Ebola This sweeping exploration of the impact of epidemic diseases looks at how mass infectious outbreaks have shaped society,
from the Black Death to today. In a clear and accessible style, Frank M. Snowden reveals the ways that diseases have not only
influenced medical science and public health, but also transformed the arts, religion, intellectual history, and warfare. A
multidisciplinary and comparative investigation of the medical and social history of the major epidemics, this volume touches on
themes such as the evolution of medical therapy, plague literature, poverty, the environment, and mass hysteria. In addition to
providing historical perspective on diseases such as smallpox, cholera, and tuberculosis, Snowden examines the fallout from
recent epidemics such as HIV/AIDS, SARS, and Ebola and the question of the world’s preparedness for the next generation of
diseases.
Bologna is well known for its powerful university and notariate of the thirteenth century, but the fourteenth-century city is less
studied. This work redresses the imbalance in scholarship by examining social and economic life at mid-fourteenth century,
particularly during the epidemic of plague, the Black Death of 1348. Arguing against medieval chroniclers' accounts of massive
social, political, and religious breakdown, this examination of the immediate experience of the epidemic, based on notarial
records--including over a thousand testaments--demonstrates resilience during the crisis. The notarial record reveals the activities
and decisions of large numbers of individuals and families in the city and provides a reconstruction of the behavior of clergy,
medical practitioners, government and neighborhood officials, and notaries during the epidemic.
Germs are everywhere--in your mouth, on your clothes, on everything you touch. Some we can't live without; others are
microscopic killing machines. This title looks at the fascinating struggle to understand and control the spread of one of mankind's
deadliest plagues, The Black Death. Readers will learn all about the Black Death, from the causes to the desperate cures to the
end. ABDO & Daughters is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
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Illus. on lining papers. Bibliography: p. 223-224.
How the people of a typical English village lived and died in the worst epidemic in history. The Black Death remains the greatest
disaster to befall humanity, killing about half the population of the planet in the 14th century. John Hatcher recreates everyday
medieval life in a parish in Suffolk, from which an exceptional number of documents survive. This enables us to view events
through the eyes of its residents, revealing in unique detail what it was like to live and die in these terrifying times. With scrupulous
attention to historical accuracy, John Hatcher describes what the parishioners experienced, what they knew and what they
believed. His narrative is peopled with characters developed from the villagers named in the actual town records and a series of
dramatic scenes portray how contemporaries must have experienced the momentous events.
The Black Death of 1348–49 may have killed more than 50% of the European population. This book examines the impact of this
appalling disaster on England's most populous city, London. Using previously untapped documentary sources alongside
archaeological evidence, a remarkably detailed picture emerges of the arrival, duration and public response to this epidemic and
subsequent fourteenth-century outbreaks. Wills and civic and royal administration documents provide clear evidence of the speed
and severity of the plague, of how victims, many named, made preparations for their heirs and families, and of the immediate
social changes that the aftermath brought. The traditional story of the timing and arrival of the plague is challenged and the
mortality rate is revised up to 50%–60% in the first outbreak, with a population decline of 40–45% across Edward III’s reign.
Overall, The Black Death in London provides as detailed a story as it is possible to tell of the impact of the plague on a major
medieval English city.
Could a few fleas really change the world? In the early 1300s, the world was on the brink of change. New trade routes in Europe
and Asia brought people in contact with different cultures and ideas, while war and rebellions threatened to disrupt the lives of
millions. Most people lived in crowded cities or as serfs tied to the lands of their overlords. Conditions were filthy, as most people
drank water from the same sources they used for washing and for human waste. In the cramped and rat-infested streets of
medieval cities and villages, all it took were the bites of a few plague-infected fleas to start a pandemic that killed roughly half the
population of Europe and Asia. The bubonic plague wiped out families, villages, even entire regions. Once the swollen, black
buboes appeared on victims' bodies, there was no way to save them. People died within days. In the wake of such devastation,
survivors had to reevaluate their social, scientific, and religious beliefs, laying the groundwork for our modern world. The Black
Death outbreak is one of world history's pivotal moments.
A fascinating account of the phenomenon known as the Black Death, this volume offers a wealth of documentary material focused
on the initial outbreak of the plague that ravaged the world in the 14th century. A comprehensive introduction that provides
important background on the origins and spread of the plague is followed by nearly 50 documents organized into topical sections
that focus on the origin and spread of the illness; the responses of medical practitioners; the societal and economic impact;
religious responses; the flagellant movement and attacks on Jews provoked by the plague; and the artistic response. Each chapter
has an introduction that summarizes the issues explored in the documents; headnotes to the documents provide additional
background material. The book contains documents from many countries - including Muslim and Byzantine sources - to give
students a variety of perspectives on this devastating illness and its consequences. The volume also includes illustrations, a
chronology of the Black Death, and questions to consider.
A series of natural disasters in the Orient during the fourteenth century brought about the most devastating period of death and
destruction in European history. The epidemic killed one-third of Europe's people over a period of three years, and the resulting
social and economic upheaval was on a scale unparalleled in all of recorded history. Synthesizing the records of contemporary
chroniclers and the work of later historians, Philip Ziegler offers a critically acclaimed overview of this crucial epoch in a single
masterly volume. The Black Death vividly and comprehensively brings to light the full horror of this uniquely catastrophic event that
hastened the disintegration of an age.
Black DeathSimon and Schuster
Looking beyond the view of the plague as unmitigated catastrophe, Herlihy finds evidence for its role in the advent of new
population controls, the establishment of universities, the spread of Christianity, the dissemination of vernacular cultures, and even
the rise of nationalism. This book, which displays a distinguished scholar's masterly synthesis of diverse materials, reveals that the
Black Death can be considered the cornerstone of the transformation of Europe.
Discusses the conditions and events that led to the terrible plague that devastated fourteenth-century Europe, as well as its impact
on those who survived.
In this fresh approach to the history of the Black Death, John Hatcher, a world-renowned scholar of the Middle Ages, recreates
everyday life in a mid-fourteenth century rural English village. By focusing on the experiences of ordinary villagers as they lived and died - during the Black Death (1345 - 50 AD), Hatcher vividly places the reader directly into those tumultuous years and
describes in fascinating detail the day-to-day existence of people struggling with the tragic effects of the plague. Dramatic scenes
portray how contemporaries must have experienced and thought about the momentous events - and how they tried to make sense
of it all.

This monograph represents an expansion and deepening of previous works by Ole J. Benedictow - the author of highly
esteemed monographs and articles on the history of plague epidemics and historical demography. In the form of a
collection of articles, the author presents an in-depth monographic study on the history of plague epidemics in
Scandinavian countries and on controversies of the microbiological and epidemiological fundamentals of plague
epidemics.
The threat of unstoppable plagues, such as AIDS and Ebola, is always with us. In Europe, the most devastating plagues
were those from the Black Death pandemic in the 1300s to the Great Plague of London in 1665. For the last 100 years, it
has been accepted that Yersinia pestis, the infective agent of bubonic plague, was responsible for these epidemics. This
book combines modern concepts of epidemiology and molecular biology with computer-modelling. Applying these to the
analysis of historical epidemics, the authors show that they were not, in fact, outbreaks of bubonic plague. Biology of
Plagues offers a completely new interdisciplinary interpretation of the plagues of Europe and establishes them within a
geographical, historical and demographic framework. This fascinating detective work will be of interest to readers in the
social and biological sciences, and lessons learnt will underline the implications of historical plagues for modern-day
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epidemiology.
If the twenty-first century seems an unlikely stage for the return of a 14th-century killer, the authors of Return of the Black
Death argue that the plague, which vanquished half of Europe, has only lain dormant, waiting to emerge again—perhaps,
in another form. At the heart of their chilling scenario is their contention that the plague was spread by direct human
contact (not from rat fleas) and was, in fact, a virus perhaps similar to AIDS and Ebola. Noting the periodic occurrence of
plagues throughout history, the authors predict its inevitable re-emergence sometime in the future, transformed by mass
mobility and bioterrorism into an even more devastating killer.
In the era of COVID-19, the memory of the Black Death, the fourteenth-century plague, speaks to us in new and urgent
ways. This book explores parallels, similarities, and divergences between the Black Death and the coronavirus outbreak
for readers with their own experience of a global pandemic. B. E. Whalen received his PhD in medieval history from
Stanford University in 2005. He currently resides and teaches in North Carolina.
An ideal introduction and guide to the greatest natural disaster to ever curse humanity, replete with illustrations,
biographical sketches, and primary documents. Presents medieval and modern perspectives of this disturbing yet
fascinating tragic historical episode.
This engrossing book provides a comprehensive history of the medical response to the Black Death. John Aberth has
translated plague treatises that illustrate the human dimensions of the horrific scourge, including doctors’ personal
anecdotes as they desperately struggled to understand a deadly new disease.
In the middle of the fourteenth century a devastating epidemic of plague, commonly known in European history as the
"Black Death," swept over the Eurasian continent. This book, based principally on Arabic sources, establishes the means
of transmission and the chronology of the plague pandemic's advance through the Middle East. The prolonged reduction
of population that began with the Black Death was of fundamental significance to the social and economic history of
Egypt and Syria in the later Middle Ages. The epidemic's spread suggests a remarkable destruction of human life in the
fourteenth century, and a series of plague recurrences appreciably slowed population growth in the following century and
a half, impoverishing Middle Eastern society. Social reactions illustrate the strength of traditional Muslim values and
practices, social organization, and cohesiveness. The sudden demographic decline brought about long-term as well as
immediate economic adjustments in land values, salaries, and commerce. Michael W. Dols is Assistant Professor of
History at California State University, Hayward. Originally published in 1977. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the
latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the
rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in
1905.
Yaron Ayalon explores the Ottoman Empire's history of natural disasters and its responses on a state, communal, and
individual level.
Published in 1998, covering the period from the triumphant economic revival of Europe after the collapse of the Western
Roman Empire, this book offers an examination of the state of contemporary medicine and the subsequent
transplantation of European medicine worldwide.
The veteran Wall Street Journal science reporter Marilyn Chase’s fascinating account of an outbreak of bubonic plague in late Victorian San
Francisco is a real-life thriller that resonates in today’s headlines. The Barbary Plague transports us to the Gold Rush boomtown in 1900, at
the end of the city’s Gilded Age. With a deep understanding of the effects on public health of politics, race, and geography, Chase shows
how one city triumphed over perhaps the most frightening and deadly of all scourges.
Robert Palmer's pathbreaking study shows how the Black Death triggered massive changes in both governance and law in fourteenthcentury England, establishing the mechanisms by which the law adapted to social needs for centuries thereafter. The Black De
The first paperback edition of this unique and shocking guide to the Black Death in Europe.
Death is not only the final moment of life, it also casts a huge shadow on human society at large. People throughout time have had to cope
with death as an existential experience, and this also, of course, in the premodern world. The contributors to the present volume examine the
material and spiritual conditions of the culture of death, studying specific buildings and spaces, literary works and art objects, theatrical
performances, and medical tracts from the early Middle Ages to the late eighteenth century. Death has always evoked fear, terror, and awe, it
has puzzled and troubled people, forcing theologians and philosophers to respond and provide answers for questions that seem to evade real
explanations. The more we learn about the culture of death, the more we can comprehend the culture of life. As this volume demonstrates,
the approaches to death varied widely, also in the Middle Ages and the early modern age. This volume hence adds a significant number of
new facets to the critical examination of this ever-present phenomenon of death, exploring poetic responses to the Black Death, types of
execution of a female murderess, death as the springboard for major political changes, and death reflected in morality plays and art.
This encyclopedia provides 300 interdisciplinary, cross-referenced entries that document the effect of the plague on Western society across
the four centuries of the second plague pandemic, balancing medical history and technical matters with historical, cultural, social, and political
factors. • 300 A–Z interdisciplinary entries on medical matters and historical issues • Each entry includes up-to-date resources for further
research
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